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The	  ROI	  of	  Managing	  CAD	  Files	  

Introduction	  
CAD files are complicated - they have versions, revisions, interfile references, 
various formats.  To manage this complexity many companies invest in specialized 
CAD file management software like Product Data Management (PDM) or Product 
Lifecycle Management (PLM) systems.  But there are costs, in both time and money, 
to set up a system to manage CAD files.  Many organizations avoid paying for a 
formal PDM/PLM solutions, preferring to get by with a shared file server and emails, 
but there’s a real cost to that approach as well.  This paper will quantify some of the 
benefits and costs of establishing a formal CAD file management system.	  

The	  ROI	  Approach	  
Like most investments, the decision to invest in a PDM/PLM has both costs 
(investment) and benefits (returns), which can be summarized by a Return On 
Investment (ROI) analysis.  In this paper we’ll try to quantify the most obvious 
benefits such as time and material savings as well as the cost to purchase and 
support such a system.	  

Benefits	  of	  CAD	  File	  Management	  
The main benefit of a CAD file management system like PDM or PLM is reducing 
complexity.  There are many costs associated with not knowing where a file is, or 
whether it’s the latest version, or even that a file exists.  A PDM/PLM solution 
ensures that a user can easily find the correct version of the correct file.  This leads 
to some benefits that are relatively easy to quantify:	  

• Avoid wasted time searching for CAD file or communicating about versions 
• Avoid time wasted working on wrong version 
• Avoid cost of prototyping or manufacturing the wrong version of a part 

Other benefits are harder to put a number to.  These include:	  

• Time saved sharing CAD files securely with external parties like suppliers 
• Projects get completed faster because it’s easy for non-CAD users to give 

feedback early on 
• Increased security because users aren’t emailing CAD files or using 

consumer tools like Dropbox to share 

Quantifiable	  Costs 
How common are these problems?  GrabCAD recently surveyed our community of 
more than a million members to ask about how often they experience version control 
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problems.  The results (available here) suggest that engineers are wasting 
enormous time on basic file management problems.	  

• 50% spend time reconciling versions at least once a month 
• 25% spend time working on a the wrong version of a part at least once a 

month 
• 25% prototype or manufacture the wrong version of a part at least once a 

month 

We made some basic assumptions – for example, an engineer’s time is worth 
roughly $100 per hour.  We asked a number of engineers how long it took to deal 
with the times of version control problems listed and used their responses to 
estimate the cost of each event.	  

The cost from these three areas alone comes out to roughly $6,000 per year per 
engineer.	  

Cost Area	   Times/yr	   Cost each time	   Annual Cost	  

Searching for or reconciling version (30 min)	   12	   $50	   $600	  

Work on wrong version (4 hour)	   6	   $400	   $2,400	  

Make wrong part	   6	   $500	   $3,000	  

Total	  
  

$6,000	  

	  

Other	  Benefits	  of	  File	  Management	  
The numbers above ignore some quite significant costs which are harder to 
quantify.   Here’s a quick review of two of them.	  

Benefit	  of	  PDM/PLM	  to	  a	  new	  product	  launch	  
One example is new product launches.  Since many of the parts in a new product 
already exist, PDM can save enormous time by making it easy for engineers to re-
use existing parts (hours) instead of creating them from scratch (weeks).  	  

Example:	  

100 parts X 2 weeks time savings per part X $4000 per week = $80,000 per new 
product	  

http://blog.grabcad.com/blog/resources/time-go/
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Benefit	  of	  PDM/PLM	  in	  avoiding	  shipping	  bad	  products	  
Another benefit of PDM/PLM is avoiding manufacturing the wrong part.  The $1,000 
estimate used above covers a simple prototype, but if the wrong part makes it all the 
way through tooling, the actual cost could be tens of thousands of dollars.  A recall of 
bad product could cost millions of dollars.	  

Costs	  to	  Solve	  CAD	  File	  Management	  
Depending on the type of solution, there are different types of costs:	  

• Cost of licensing software 
• Cost of buying hardware 
• Cost of upgrading and maintaining software and hardware 
• Cost of administering system 
• Cost of time spent changing workflows and training organization 

Cost	  of	  Cloud-‐based	  PDM 
A cloud-based PDM solution makes the ROI calculation easy by removing many of 
the costs of a traditional PDM/PLM solution.  For GrabCAD Workbench, the cost is 
$59 per user per month, or $708 per year.  No server, no licenses, no upgrades, no 
admin.  Also, the training is minimal – only an hour for each engineer. 	  

ROI	  of	  Cloud-‐based	  PDM	  
The ROI looks something like this:	  

One-time Cost of Workbench (per user)	   $0	  

Annual Cost of Workbench (per user)	   $708	  

Annual Benefit of Workbench (per user)	   $6,000	  

Annual ROI	   850%	  

 

ROI is actually a little misleading for this type of solution - for most “ROI” analyses 
the company invests a large number upfront and hopes to recover the investment 
over the next several years.  With a subscription-based solution, there is no large 
upfront cost, just a low annual cost more than offset each year by the recurring 
savings.	  
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Other	  Benefits	  
There are a number of other benefits to a cloud-based PDM tool that are hard to 
quantify, but still significant:	  

• Suppliers can easily get access to the right version of the right file, eliminating 
costs from the outside manufacturer as well as inside the company 

• It’s easy to get input from non-CAD users throughout the project with a web-
based viewer 

• There’s no risk of an email being sent to the wrong person or a file being left 
in an insecure Dropbox folder 

ROI	  of	  Traditional	  PDM	  Solutions 
Traditional installed PDM/PLM solutions can also have positive ROI, but the analysis 
is more complex and depends on the specific costs of a particular solution.  Benefits 
are similar to those described above, but costs include:	  

• One time costs 
o Software licenses 
o Server/hardware 
o Deployment/integration/configuration 
o Training 
o Business disruption during deployment 

• Recurring costs 
o Software maintenance 
o Hardware maintenance and upgrades 
o Backup and other IT costs 
o IT administration (large fraction of FTE minimum for most systems)  

Conclusion 
Poor CAD file management costs organizations millions each year in lost 
engineering hours and unnecessary manufacturing costs.  These costs grow as the 
number of engineers and parts grow.  However, these problems are easy to avoid 
with robust PDM/PLM system and the ROI on the investment is can be very 
attractive.  Cloud-based solutions lower costs and speed implementation, making the 
ROI even more attractive.  Small companies should look to put a solution in place 
before CAD file problems become overwhelming.	  

	  

Learn more about GrabCAD Workbench at www.grabcad.com/workbench	  
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